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Abstract. In this paper, the authors analyze the state of the art of digital
publishing, with particular attention towards what is going on in Italy, and
investigate eBooks’ accessibility features, in order to understand whether this
growing phenomenon may represent a resource and a possibility of inclusion for
all individuals, regardless of their (dis)abilities, their needs and their interests,
and how to make this possible. Given the recent turmoil around the so-called
School 2.0 and the subsequent need to guarantee every student the right to a
profitable and successful school career, the discussion will focus on issues
related to digital textbooks, aiming at elaborating a proposal of guidelines and
editorial techniques which can assist the process of preparation of works all
learners can access, discarding the “one-size-fits-all” logic, but rather adapting to
individual needs.
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1 Introduction

School 2.0 is a school that uses the possibilities offered by new technologies to
innovate the teaching processes trying to keep pace with a changing world [1].

School 2.0 is a much spoken of concept but it is little used, at least in Italy.
Above all, School 2.0 is an unmissable opportunity to promote the inclusion of all

[2], because the digital tools can be adaptable to as many people as possible, complying
to reading preferences, ways of use, levels of language proficiency.

Technologies can constitute a great opportunity to achieve social integration but it
is necessary to plan the change and the gradual transit from one model to another,
taking into account the accessibility needs of all [3, 4].

Given the centrality of the accessibility issue, the first part of the work will serve to
frame this concept in various perspectives [5]. Accessibility will be considered as a
discipline, placed in relation to similar concepts such as the Design For All [6], sce-
narios in which accessibility can be crucial will be described and “who” is addressed
will be clarified [7].
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A brief overview on web accessibility will follow: it can’t be forgotten this is the
area where the greatest efforts have been done to ensure equal access to anyone [8].

The accessibility issue is not limited, however, to the web: technologies need to be
accessible too, above all devices that can be used to read a digital book, as eReaders.

Then, a specific section will be devoted to the accessibility of digital documents [9],
where the discussion will contextualize the problems that the publishing sector has to
face to offer digital products. The focus will be on the features of digital publishing and
how to make them accessible [10, 11].

The authors, then, will shift on digital textbooks, as they are considered the main
tool in the school “revolution”.

The analysis will focus on the major structural and educational changes that are
affecting the (Italian) school in recent years, and on the contentious debate that has
emerged and the problems that have been highlighted [12, 13].

Great attention will be paid to the so-called Universal Design for Learning [14], an
approach that builds on Universal Design to apply its principles in the education field.

The data emerging from the deepening of the major themes mentioned above will
be elaborated in the last section of the work, in order to formulate a proposal for a set of
guidelines for the creation of digital (text)books that comply with accessibility criteria
and meet the needs of the readers.

Two different sets of guidelines will be provided, one for the production of
accessible digital books and documents, and one for the design of eReader devices that
can be enjoyed by all.

2 Accessibility

2.1 Definitions in Different Contexts

Accessibility is the feature of a device, a service, a resource or an environment of being
easily usable by any type of user.

The term is commonly associated with the possibility for people with reduced or
impaired capabilities to access physical environments (therefore called physical
accessibility), to independently enjoy cultural content (cultural accessibility) or to use
information systems through the use of Assistive Technologies or through compliance
with accessibility requirements of products.

There are several definitions of accessibility according to the different contexts in
which it is applied.

The “discipline” of accessibility, as the set of rules, procedures and regulations
designed to allow easy access to something, is born in the urban design context,
especially for public utilities [15].

The urban accessibility is the set of spatial characteristics, distribution and orga-
nization of the built environment that can allow easier use of places and equipment in
the city, in conditions of adequate security and autonomy, even by persons with
reduced or impaired motor skills.
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Still, accessibility of spaces alone, in the era of the “information society”, may not
be enough. In fact, the concept of accessibility does not apply only to the physical
environment, but also to information and communication.

So, accessibility is also meant to be the possible use of information, tools and
environments (also through appropriate aids) without limitations.

2.2 Techniques for Web Accessibility

The Web, since its creation, has been seen as a system that can help people, as long as it
is designed for everyone, and this led to the development of the culture of accessibility.
Still, this culture has not always evolved properly.

In the early days, especially in the 90 s of last century, the idea has established that
an accessible site needed to be added to the original one, as an alternative.

This approach is now strongly deprecated, as contrary to the cardinal principle that
inspires accessibility, namely the inclusion. Far from obtaining this objective, in fact, a
site thus produced constitutes a new “segregation” for who are in the need to use it.

An accessible website, has to be fully usable by all: both by those who have a
physical disability that requires the use of Assistive Technologies, and by those who
have difficulties accessing the Web due to technical limitations (old computers, slow
connections) or unfamiliarity with the Internet.

The content of a Web site is accessible “when it can be used by someone who has a
disability” [16]; more specifically Web accessibility means that people with disabilities
can perceive, understand, explore and interact with the Web.

But already in 1999, in his book “Weaving the Web” [17], Tim Berners-Lee said
the Web should allow equal access to those who are in a different economic or political
situation, to those who have physical or cognitive disabilities, to who belongs to a
different culture and to those who use different languages with different characters that
are read in different directions on the page.

Web accessibility can be achieved only if all of its components are accessible:
content, user agents and authoring tools.

Standards play a key role in the definition of accessibility requirements for each of
these components. Involving users early on and throughout the course of the design is
essential to make it easier.

2.3 Devices and Documents Accessibility

Information accessibility can not be limited only to the content, but it has to be
extended to hardware and software used to access it.

W3C’s Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) has been operating on multiple fronts,
and one of their groups focuses on the development of guidelines, techniques and other
documentation to promote the accessibility of so-called User Agents (browsers and
plug-ins): the User Agent Accessibility Guidelines (UAAG 2.0) [18].
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Browsers and User Agents, however, are only a small part of the tools used every
day, for which it is necessary to ensure accessibility: technological gadgets used for a
variety of functions.

In this paper the authors deal with a specific device, it is to say the eReader (or
eBook Reader), a portable electronic device that allows users to upload a large number
of texts in digital format and read them as analogous to a paper book.

The relationship between eBook and eReader is very profound: electronic text isn’t
equal in itself to electronic book; eBooks must be enjoyed through appropriate inter-
faces, an evolution of paper books ones, with similar features: portable, light, little
tiring for the eyes, free of cables and wires, not too expensive nor “fragile” [19].

As for accessibility, text-to-speech software can be installed on eReaders, trans-
forming electronic texts into audio books: an essential opportunity for the blind and
visually impaired persons, but also a possibility to explore new strategies that can lead
to re-discover the pleasure of reading through the combination of text and voice.

Still, if technology becomes accessible, the problem shifts to document formats.
A document is a text, written in a certain language, that has some content, a

structure and semantics, that can be related to other documents.
An electronic document is a document made of bits within a computer system.
An accessible electronic document is available for use by anyone, including people

with disabilities. An electronic document, to be accessible, needs to comply with
specific rules and guidelines.

There is no real standard format to be used for the distribution of electronic doc-
uments. The DOC format is used only because it is very widespread, being the native
format of Microsoft Word.

The formats that mostly contend the market are, for different reasons, the PDF, the
MOBI and especially the ePub, which picked up the heritage of the predecessor OEB.

The key feature of PDF format, developed by Adobe, is to be independent of the
various output devices. This format has become a “de facto” standard, but its use as a
format for digital books has some limitations. The PDF file has to be created taking into
account the device that will display it: the pages of the document can only be enlarged
or shrunk to fit the screen on which it will be displayed.

An ISO standard, PDF /UA-1, sets the accessibility features for PDF: it can be
made completely adherent to WCAG 2.0 [20].

The MOBI format is based on the Open eBook standard and it is rather frequently
updated, which can create compatibility problems with older or inferior devices.

The ePub format is an open standard specifically designed for digital books and it is
gradually emerging as one of the reference points for publishing.

Its third version, ePub3, was published in October of 2011, and, being based on
HTML5 and CSS3, integrates the specifications on accessibility.

3 Digital Publishing

Traditional publishing industry is in crisis: the number of books, magazines and
newspapers sold has been declining for some time.
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Year 2013 was simply dramatic in terms of revenues in Italy, as the annual report of
AGCOM certifies [21]. The turnover of the newspapers was down by 7 % year on year,
while for magazines there was a real collapse with a scary -17 %.

But Italians do not read less (always little when compared with the rest of the
Europeans, but not less than before), they are only changing habits.

The new frontier is in fact digital publishing.
According to forecasts of PWC E&M Outlook 13-17 [22], revenues from sales of

digital copies of publications in Italy will grow by about 40 % in 2017.
eBooks are a cultural phenomenon still difficult to decipher but certainly of great

significance. Initially the debate on these “objects” have focused almost exclusively on
the potential conflicting relationship between eBooks and books. Indeed, it is a false
issue. eBooks are not a technological alternative to books or a variant, but represent the
evolution, and consequently the survival, of the book itself.

The meaning of the book, its role and value are still the same, while the “format”,
which determines the intrinsic characteristics and mode of production, distribution and
use, is changing. eBooks are the books of the future and the future of the books.

In the paper book there’s never been anything natural: it is a technology. No stage
of its production, with the sole exception of the conception of the idea by the author,
lives far from technology. The paper it is written on, the pen, the typewriter once, the
computer today, all these objects are technologies.

Some authors see in the eBook a solution to the problem of preservation and
dissemination of content [23], rather than an opportunity to redefine the relationship
between authors, readers and publishers [24] or even a chance to renew the utopian idea
of universal access to knowledge.

Digital reading will not replace the one on paper. A strong reader won’t stop buying
printed books: if anything he will buy also digital ones. The two things don’t overlap,
because they have different functions. Some kind of content isn’t suitable for digital
publication: for example photo books.

Readers who first may recognize the benefits of digital books are the students, who
need more than others to frequently consult a large number of books, to perform
searches inside them, to take notes, to insert bookmarks, to re-read several times a
particular step and to put it in relation to other parts of the book, and so on.

4 School 2.0

4.1 Underway Changes

Textbook has always been, in the school, the ultimate learning tool, over time its
reassuring form has never really changed, nor its role has been seriously questioned. At
least so far. School “digital revolution” is imminent.

In Italy, as well as throughout the Western world, a process of analysis for the
creation of models of schools 2.0 is undergoing. Within the “National Plan for Digital
School” (Piano Nazionale per la Scuola Digitale - PNSD), there is a specific action,
called School 2.0, aimed at a significant modification of the learning environments.
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However, if in traditional schools scheme and structural characteristics are estab-
lished and recognizable, schools 2.0 lack a characterization and prototypes.

The legislation that guides the transition from paper to digital proceeds between
acceleration and braking. One reason for this slowness is the refusal to adhere by the
publishers, who rather together ask for a continuous postponement of the procedures.
What are the reasons for this hostile attitude?

Not everyone is convinced that the School 2.0 is really a solution to the problem of
education, or at least that it can be so in the short term.

First, the introduction of new technologies could produce a short circuit between
the traditional and “new” concept of teaching. The current teaching staff may not be
able to grasp the essential differences of this transition.

Someone argues that behind all the pressure to switch to digital school there are the
interests of software multinationals, which could get their hands on public schools.

There’s a further fear for the future of teachers figure, which is likely to be reduced
to the role of “facilitator of learning processes” in totally computerized classrooms.

In response to these criticisms, there are reasons pushing for adoption of digital
technology, even if the benefits will be seen more medium-term than short-term.

Benefits would be numerous: from paper saving to the use of multimedia content.
Many of the advantages (but also limitations) of the electronic book lie in its

“digital existence” as an object composed of bits: immateriality, transmissibility,
storage, reproducibility, ductility and especially accessibility.

Technology in school should be “pervasive” and “invisible”: it should be in the
everyday environment of learning, so that its presence looks natural.

Teachers don’t see their role undermined; far from that, they are called to cultivate
the “digital wisdom” [25], that is both wisdom that comes from the use of digital tools
which enhance cognitive skills, and the necessary wisdom to a conscious use of tools.

The transition to digital, like everything else, must be subject to a project, espe-
cially if the result to achieve is not only the digital as an instrument (and already this
would be a noble and ambitious goal), but as a lever for the renewal of the methods of
teaching.

The practices of reading and study are also modifying: text is enjoyed on a screen,
but often not on a desk anymore, in “lean forward” mode, rather in “lean back” mode,
thanks to the recent spread of eReaders and tablets; tools traditionally used to intervene
on the text, such as pencils and markers, have taken a different form (for example,
highlights and notes are always changeable and removable); new features have
expanded the possible actions when reading (e.g. word search inside the text, activation
of links and multimedia objects, sharing of notes to the text).

Without wishing to alter life of classes, it seems necessary to make paper coexist
with digital, finding a good balance between the protection of traditional knowledge
and forms of modernization in progress, so that children can learn to use the tools that
are the basis of their daily life with more awareness. A school open to the 2.0 can
further stimulate pupils and provide them with the intellectual tools needed to manage
new technologies and resources at their disposal.

Actually, the biggest fear of publishers is to lose control of the market, with the
severe crisis of the copyright, that limits the property of the buyer. Who buys a printed
book becomes the owner of the physical object, which can be given or lent. However,
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in the case of digital book, this border is more subtle: both because an eBook loses the
physicality to become “pure” content, and because the reproducibility of a file is much
simpler.

Digital Rights Managements (DRM) were created to respond to new requirements
regarding the copyright in the digital environment. Digital files are encoded and
encrypted by DRM, so their spread con be controlled. Born with the main objective to
combat piracy, the “closed” concept of DRM has disappointed especially those who
legally buys content, because of its extreme rigidity.

Publishers are turning to alternative forms such as Social DRM (or watermarks),
through which files aren’t blocked in any way, but they are marked with the personal
data of the purchasers in order to trace potential abuses.

Digital books, and especially textbooks, should comply with the accessibility
requirements, but often they don’t.

ICT can be a great opportunity to achieve social integration but in Italy, on many
fronts, including public administration, even the established rules are disrespected.

4.2 Universal Design for Learning

Textbooks represent a barrier to learning if the support isn’t accessible and if content
isn’t understandable: they can be inadequate due to the difficulty of used language, the
excessive articulation of content and bad choices of typography, to the point that
inaccessibility of texts is even counted among the causes of school dropouts [26].

As the literature shows, the book in digital format can result, for flexibility of tools
and languages, in a technology adaptable to the greatest possible number of readers
[27], complying with reading preferences, ways of use, language proficiency.

To expand learning opportunities, by providing alternative access through the use
of technology, is the main goal of the Center for Applied Special Technology (CAST)
that has developed studies on the application of the Universal Design philosophy to the
educational context: the Universal Design for Learning (UDL).

Traditionally, the approach of the interventions to ensure accessibility has been to
adapt the equipment designed for the general market for use by people with disabilities,
through products such as the Assistive Technologies.

This methodology has two main limitations: adjustments are normally made
available when a technology is mature and require a constant updating; furthermore
systems are designed using interaction metaphors optimized for certain skills and
therefore any adjustment for disabled persons is not optimal.

Universal Design (or Design For All), affirms, instead, that the design of products
and services needs to take into account the abilities and preferences of all potential
users, in a proactive approach.

The basic idea is that what is designed from the beginning for users who have some
difficulties, will inevitably be also suitable for those who have no special needs.

A “project for all” doesn’t have to realize all the possible workarounds for the
various users, but it has to make possible for users to use alternative configurations,
with different hardware and software modules according to their needs.
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In the definition of CAST, the Universal Design for Learning “is a set of Principles
for curriculum development that give all individuals equal opportunities to learn.”

The goal is to overcome the logic of Assistive Technologies to design training
programs that should be flexible, equitable in access to information and, above all, to
learning processes [14].

UDL, acting on the forms of production, communication and use of the content,
invites everyone to re-think education so as to make it suitable for all people, to the
greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design,
according to the Universal Design model that the UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities calls for taking in the design of environments, products,
programs and services [28, 29].

5 Accessible Digital Publishing

5.1 Guidelines for Accessible Books

Requirements for eBook accessibility vary depending on the individual skills, abilities
or preferences. In general, it is a valid strategy to allow readers to customize the
stylistic elements and graphics to optimize the reading experience.

To make a eBook accessible it is necessary to combine various factors, such as the
technical features of the product, the skills of the readers and their familiarity in the use
of Assistive Technologies.

Users, particularly students with disabilities, interested in having accessible
eBooks, have different needs depending on their impairment:

• blind: files accessible by screen readers, transferable for Braille printing;
• visually impaired: files with possibility to enlarge the characters, recognizable by

speech synthesis associated with magnification software;
• motor impairments of the upper limbs: possibility to “browse” the text in an

alternative way using assistive technologies replacing keyboard and mouse;
• dyslexic: visual reading supported by speech synthesis to facilitate the under-

standing of the text;
• cognitive or linguistic-lexical difficulties: possibility of adaptation that requires

manipulation of the document, both in content and formatting;
• Hearing impaired: subtitling.

These characteristics, can be achieved by following the following guidelines, the
result of the evaluation and selection process made by the authors during research.

Content vs. Graphics. It is essential to separate form from content, that is not to assume
that the visual appearance alone can convey a certain meaning to readers.

Structure. An effective navigational structure should include:

• metadata: they make the book more easily available;
• a hierarchy of titles, parts, chapters, sections and subsections: this allows the various

Assistive Technologies to provide quick navigation in the document;
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• notes, footnotes and references: they should be provided with hyperlinks to the
corresponding element in the main text;

• a logical reading order of the content: this should be preserved even when text
divided into blocks or columns is linearized;

• titles and page numbers that allow readers with visual disabilities to compare their
position in the document with that of conventional book readers;

• index and table of contents with active links and return links to the index at the end
of each section;

• semantic tagging: accessible content must be logically structured and subjected to
semantic markup.

Text to Speech. A digital text can easily be converted into a spoken text using
appropriate software. Screen readers are used to navigate through the page, they
announce bullet lists and tables, can spell the words and can be set to read at different
speeds and to change the voice and tone depending on the content. All this provided
that the content is structured in an accessible way.

Images. Dealing with images is one of the greatest challenges in eBook accessibility.
The most important thing is the correct use of alternative texts, which allow to describe
the illustrations for readers with reduced access to graphic information. Alt texts should
provide equivalent information, commensurate to the function performed by the ori-
ginal object they are replacing.

Color. Although the color is an effective visual method to attract the reader’s attention,
it should never be the only way to transmit information. The choice of color plays an
important role in facilitating interpretation of content. Adequate contrast between
background colors and foreground colors should be ensured.

DRM. It’s necessary to check that DRM doesn’t inhibit the accessibility of books.

Language. The primary language of the document should always be indicated.

Multimedia Elements. Audio or video elements must be accessible too.

Modules. Since paper forms require handwriting are by nature totally inaccessible.
Electronic forms are therefore preferable, provided that an accessible format is used.

Scientific Symbols. Accessible mathematical symbols are a difficult challenge, since
there isn’t a technological solution that fits all. It is necessary to refer to ePub3
specifications.

Measures for vision problems. Some factors affect the readability of all documents:

• font size of the text should be 12-14 points;
• font should be clear and open;
• body of the text should be aligned to the left;
• text layout should be clear, simple and consistent;
• italics and bold should be moderately used;
• space between columns of text must be large enough to be clearly perceived.

ePub3 is the most appropriate standard for achieving accessible eBooks, since it has
incorporated the specifications of the DAISY (Digital Accessible Information System)
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format, making possible the creation of accessible files. Matt Garrish [10] argues that,
in the economic perspective, accessible publishing means to reach new community of
readers and cover new market segments. The accessibility is therefore not a philan-
thropic consideration, but a logical and commercially profitable choice.

5.2 Guidelines for Accessible eReaders

eReader devices need to be accessible too, because, as already said, the accessible
content alone is not enough, if devices can’t allow an easy reading.

These guidelines are the result of the research carried out, which led to their
selection from existing good practices and previous studies.

The guidelines are divided according to the functional limitation, and thus the type
of problem that aim to solve.
Total blindness or severe low vision:

• all the functionalities of the device, should be mapped to be available for interaction
via screen reader;

• speed of the voice, pitch, and volume should be easily adjustable, preferably
without leaving the book;

• physical keyboards should have tactile markers for orientation and screen keyboards
should provide the knowledge of the selected key before its activation; ideally, there
should be some form of feedback that the user can feel (i.e., haptic feedback);

• devices should have controls easily identifiable by touch;
• it should be easy to disable, and pause the audio on the player;
• devices should offer the possibility to set personal keyboard shortcuts.

Low vision:

• devices should have controls clearly marked and large enough to be highly visible
and distinguishable or easily identifiable by touch;

• eBook software should ensure the user full control over typography of the content,
including the ability to set the color of the text in the foreground, background and
highlights, choose the font, increasing the size of the text, set the line length and the
column width, and set the spacing between words, lines, characters.

Motor disabilities to the upper body:

• devices should be lightweight, durable (possibly should not suffer damage in case of
a fall), and able to be mounted on a wheelchair or on a support;

• touch screen devices should allow interaction via non-human touch (e.g., alternative
conductive pointing devices);

• touch screen devices should have onscreen controls that allow a certain aim inac-
curacy or they should ensure that the controls can be presented cyclically through
simple movements, such as the swipe;

• hardware controls should be large enough to be operated with alternative pointing
devices.
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Cognitive disabilities that affect understanding, including reading problems:

• text-to-speech should provide an option for synchronized highlighting word by
word and sentence by sentence;

• controls of the device should be simple and intuitive;
• eReaders should allow users set bookmarks, take notes, and highlight text;
• eReaders should provide options for word prediction while typing and options for

spell checking and errors correction.

Deafness or hearing difficulties:

• any audio signal or warning should have a evident visual equivalent;
• devices should be able to provide synchronized subtitles for videos;
• a “mono” audio output option should be available so that users with hearing

problems in one ear can direct both audio channels to the other ear.

Finally, there are a couple of global criteria that can not be included in the above
lists: first, people with disabilities should be able to set up the devices by theirself,
without the need for further assistance. Furthermore, eBook stores should also meet
accessibility standards.

6 Conclusions

The transition to digital, if well planned, can have considerable benefits, not only in
terms of saving resources, but also to give a boost to Italian school system which for
too long is stagnating and resting on its laurels of ancient glories.

The adoption of technological tools can indeed break the inertia and finally kick off
the long-awaited revolution.

From the analysis, several guidelines have been identified, to be applied in the
production of accessible digital (text) books.

These guidelines consider the technical characteristics that accessible documents
must have and the features that the tools have to provide to be usable by all people.

As a book that is accessible for a person not necessarily is so for another, guidelines
are not equally applicable to all, but they must be grouped according to abilities.

For eReaders, guidelines have been divided according to the functional limitation,
too. The most important recommendation is to make sure that they are designed to
support integration with Assistive Technologies.

The guidelines can be transformed in measurable testing criteria, that aim to
become a checklist to be used to conduct assessments on the accessibility of digital
documents.

In order to facilitate this verification process, a support tool can be conceived to
guide the human evaluator; this may be useful to publishers and authors to make sure
that their books comply with the criteria. The next step of the research aims at the
creation of this evaluation tool.

Through this greater impetus to the transition from paper to digital book can be
given, ensuring that no one is excluded, thanks to accessibility.
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